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LIVING WELL WITH DEMENTIA
2017 Dementia Action Alliance Conference
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Chris Perna

www.daanow.org

The Dementia Action Alliance is a 
volunteer coalition committed to helping 

people live fully with dementia and 
supporting those who care about them.  
The Alliance is engaged in changing our 
nation’s understanding of and attitudes 

about dementia.

*

Person-Centered Practices Focus on 
Bio-Psycho-Social-Spiritual Well-Being  

Person-Centered 

Practices are deemed 

the gold standard by 

the World Health 

Organization and the 

Institute of Medicine.

1st Dementia Thought Leaders Summit
June 2012  ~  Washington, DC

Objective –

Form consensus agreement on a 
definition and conceptual & 
operational framework for 

person-centered dementia 
care.

Person-Centered – The Whole Person

Bio-

Spiritual

Psycho-

Social-

Well-Being
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1st Summit Outcome 
White Paper 

http://www.ccal.org/wp-
content/uploads/Dementi
aCareTheQualityChasm_2
-20-13-final.pdf

2nd Dementia Thought Leaders Summit
June, 2014  ~  Washington, DC

Objective –

Form consensus agreement on 
what is needed to improve 

dementia care in this country.

Dementia is saddled 
with societal stigmas 
and misperceptions. 
Prevailing mindset is 

of losses and 
diminishment. 

Our understanding of 
what an individual can 

do affects how they 
are treated. How they 
are treated impacts 
upon their overall 

well-being.People can live full & meaningful  
lives with dementia.

“How you relate to us has a 
big impact on the course of 
the disease. You can restore 
our personhood and give us 
a sense of being needed and 
valued…

Give us reassurance, hugs, 
support, a meaning in life. 
Value us for what we can 
still do and be, and make 
sure we retain our social 
networks”

- Christine Bryden

Person Centered Matters
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*
http://daanow.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Living-Fully-with-Dementia-

Words-Matter_9.9.2015.pdf

2016

White paper 
expressed consensus 

opinions of 
32  co-authors

 3 people living with 
dementia

 4 geriatricians
 4 dementia service 

providers
 1 occupational therapist
 1 physical therapist
 2 social workers
 1 state provider assn

exec
 4 gero researchers
 3 nurse practitioners
 2 care partners
 2 gero academicians
 2 dementia advocates
 3 dementia educators

www.daanow.org

how we THINK and FEEL

the way we think and feel about 

aging and disability by creating the kinds of

services and supports we want

for our loved ones and ourselves.

MY LIFE WITH LEWY A VISIT 

FROM 

LEWY
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“Living with Lewy body dementia is much 
like riding a roller coaster.  Waking up in 
the morning, you never know what 
surprise might occur.  

Some days are like having six different 
brains in one day.  

Emotions run wild.” 

“You might be happy or you might be sad.  You 
might be laughing or you might be crying.  You 
might be smiling or you might be frowning. 

You might be walking straight or you might be 
bouncing into walls.  You might be wanting to 
walk forward, but find yourself walking 
backwards. You might be alert and suddenly 
realize you are dosing off.”

“You might be hallucinating and wonder if the 
hallucination will ever end. 

You might be having a nightmare and wonder if you will 
survive it.  

You might be acting out a dream with emotions building 
high, wondering if it will ever stop.  

All of a sudden you come out of it only to realize that 
your nose is broken and your cheek and forehead need 
stitching.”

“The possibility of experiencing all of these 
symptoms during our journey with LBD is real.  

It often brings on anxiety, agitation and 
depression. 

We have two choices, live life to the fullest 
possible extent or give up.  Most of my first  
year was spent with no path forward.”

“Now that my train has jumped the track, how 
can I find a path forward?  

One year after my diagnosis, I decided that I 
wanted to LIVE and NOT give up.  

Reflecting on my life, I realized that I could 
take that GIANT step forward to propel myself 
into dementia advocacy.”

“Utilizing the foundation of my pharmacy practice, 
love, care, education, encouragement and hope, I 
found that I could use those same tenets to help 
families affected by dementia.  

This understanding and transformational experience 
gave me LIFE and HOPE.”
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“For me, it's about taking the moments or days 
and enjoying them.  

It's about letting go and not letting my disease 
define who I am.  

It's about me getting outside of the disease and 
thinking about others and not myself.  

It's not  easy, but it's worth the effort.”

“In my own life, I found this to enable me to recover 
more quickly from those nightmares, hallucinations 
and physically acting out dreams.  

There are mornings that I wake up from 
hallucinating, having a nightmare and physically 
acting out what is taking place.  

At times like this, I  say, to Lewy, ‘you must go on 
vacation.  There is no room in the Inn.’”

“Engaging my brain to play games with Lewy
keeps me fighting.  

Those positive times of feeling those high's 
reminds me that I am fighting this disease 
with every ounce of energy that I have.  

I am refusing to let Lewy define who I am.”

“Saturday before Mother's Day, my two 
daughters and their family along with me and 
Judy went target practicing.  

It had been over 25+ years since I had fired a 
gun.  

My daughter drew me a "Lewy" target.  

When I finished firing, I found that I had 
taken the left frontal area of the brain out, 
and the left and right carotid arteries.”

My family enjoyed every minute of it.”

Lewy had bled to death. 

A surge of adrenalin engulfed me. 

I felt like I had defeated Lewy.

“Hopefully you felt humor as you read about 
Lewy's death. 

One of my quotes is "Fight like a Tiger and be 
LBD strong.  Stay strong and don't and let 
Lewy define who you are.  Love you all!

I do not know what the future holds, but I do 
know who holds the future.”

ROBERT BOWLES
Blog: May 30, 2017
www. LbdLivingBeyondDiagnosis.com
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Changing OUR minds about people whose minds 
have changed.

Changing how WE think and feel about people who 
are living with dementia.

“Dementia is a shift in the way a person experiences 
the world around her/him.”

~ F. Allen Power, MD, FACP

Person-Centered Dementia Care

Help people 

live fully with 
dementia –

what is 
possible?

Two Different Views

Biomedical  or Traditional 

“vs”

Experiential  or Person-Directed          
or Person-Centered                          

“CULTURE CHANGE”

There IS A Person In There!

People with dementia deserve person-
centered care that respects their:

Autonomy
Choice
Privacy
Dignity

But they really need your help!

People with dementia deserve person-
centered care that respects their:

Autonomy
Choice
Privacy
Dignity

But they really need your help!

“People want to focus on what they CAN do, 
not what they can’t.  

“The loss of some abilities may lead to social 
isolation, a decreased sense of purpose, and 

increasing dependence on loved ones for 
assistance in routine activities.”

Source: Morris et al., “Ubiquitous Computing for Cognitive Decline: 

Findings from Intel’s Proactive Health Research,” Intel Corporation, 2003.

Know Each Person.
~ Pioneer Network

We have to start with 
one person at a time…
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The Words & Language We Use Matter

Language can have tremendous impact

on how people living with dementia

feel about themselves, and how they

are treated and considered by others.

People with dementia say that

words like “demented” make them want to 
“curl up and die!”

Decoding Distress NOT “Managing 
Behaviors”

Distress is more likely due to a person’s

attempt to cope, problem-solve,

or communicate needs.

“BEHAVIOR” is NOT BAD!!!

Behavior = COMMUNICATION

NOT an automatic Rx for DRUGS!

“Overmedication of

people with dementia

is not simply a problem

in nursing homes;

It is a community-wide problem

that reflects broad societal views.”

G. Allen Power, M.D.

Nationally

“We’ve been wrong about

what our job is in medicine.

We think our job is to ensure

health and survival.

But really it is larger than that.

It is to enable well-being.”

~ Atul Gawande

The Eden Alternative’s
Domains of Well-Being™

Identity

Connectedness

Security

Autonomy

Meaning

Growth

JOY
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Definition of Person-Centered Care

Person-centered dementia care is based on the 

fundamental belief that every individual has a unique 

background, human experience, and the right to 

determine how to live his/her own life.

Person-centered dementia care is relationship-based 

and focused on supporting the individual’s emotional, 

social, physical, and spiritual well-being (e.g., 

belonging, experiencing a continuation of self and 

normality, purpose, meaning, enjoyment, comfort, 

and opportunities for growth).

Person-Centered Dementia Support

This is achieved through reciprocal, respectful 

relationships by:

Valuing personal autonomy, choice, comfort and 

dignity;

Enabling opportunities for continuation of normalcy 

and growth of self; and

Enhancing individual purpose, meaning, enjoyment 

and belonging.

~ Dementia Action Alliance

The Eden 
Alternative…
Focuses on improving 
quality of life for Elders 
and their care partners 
by seeking to eliminate 
the three plagues of

Loneliness, 
Helplessness, 
& Boredom

“Meaningful care is 
that which nurtures 
the human spirit as 
well as the human 
body & recognizes, 
celebrates, & 
nurtures each 
person’s unique 
capacity for 
growth.”

The Eden 
Alternative… 

Built on 10 guiding 
Principles, grounded 
in ancient ideas, 
that emphasize how 
Human Habitats can 
transform how we 
care for each other.

Redefining Genuine Care…

Decisions belong in the hands of the Elder 
care partner or as close to him/her as 
possible

Care is not defined as treatment alone, but 
as helping another to grow

Meaningless activity withers the human 
spirit
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Care Partnership

The needs of caregivers and care receivers alike 
are part of an interdependent system called 
CARE PARTNERSHIP.

A new approach to providing and receiving care 
that focuses on eliminating the three plagues of 
LONELINESS, HELPLESSNESS, and BOREDOM for 
all members of the Care Partner Team.

~ The Eden Alternative

The Care Partner Team

 Person typically described as the Care Receiver

 Family Members

 Friends

 Neighbors

 Volunteers

 Medical Team

 Home Health Professionals

 Others . . . 
~ The Eden Alternative

In your role, what actions can you 
take to serve as a change agent?

DEMENTIA ACTION ALLIANCE
www.daanow.org


